Note 1 The Gestapo View of The Choynacki Case
C.G.McKAY1
In "Major Choynacki's Ace", I have made central use of the von Pescatore
interrogation2 to be found among the MI5 fles at TNA, Kew. But there is also
another view of Choynacki's traffic. It is to be found in a statement by Walter
Huppenkothen, a lawyer who headed the German Security Police's
counterespionage division. Huppenkothen's statement is reproduced in the
appendix. One of the interesting features of this Gestapo view, is the mention
of another of Choynacki's agents, this time 509. Nonetheless when we look at
what Huppenkothen actually says about 509- Choynacki's most important
channel, a banker in Basle who had excellent commercial contacts in
Germany- it is clear that he could only have been speaking about Isidor
Koppelmann. He then goes on to explain that one of 509's contacts was Dr.
Schulte of the concern Giesches Erben, Breslau. Schulte had however left
Germany for Switzerland, where he was in touch with British and American
circles. This had placed him out of reach. There is no mention of an agent
594 at all or of the telephone call between Strünck in Berlin and Gisevius in
Switzerland.The implicit implication of Huppenkothen's statement is that it
was Schulte who was Koppelmann's chief source and thus Major Choynacki's
ace.
What are we to make of this? The first point is that whoever Agent 509
was, he was (contra Huppenkothen) not the collection agent Koppelmann,
unless Koppelmann was assigned more than one covername.3 von
Pescatore's clear identification of Koppelman as 594 is confirmed by Dr.
Winter's discovery of material relating specifically to "Agents 594" in British
archives.
Was Huppenkothen's error about attributing the code name 509 to
Koppelmann simply a slip of memory? Or was it the result of a nicely
calculated Abwehr scheme to confuse the Gestapo? The decision to
exfiltrate Schulte came from Gisevius in Switzerland. By removing Schulte in
this way, one protected him while simultaneously making him a more
plausible suspect. The combination Schulte-Koppelmann, could then be sold
to the Gestapo as the solution to the case but one which had been found too
late. In this way, the true source within the Abwehr in Berlin could remain in
place for a bit longer.
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